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Burning Times

Everything you "know" about the

the literature that Witch-hunters (and

Burning Times may be wrong.

their critics) wrote. This information

feared, they had chilling links to a host

was easy to get hold of, and dramatic.

of other atrocities throughout time.

The study of historical Witchcraft has
undergone a quiet revolution in the last

25 years. Today we know of perhaps 20
to 30 times as many trials as we did in
the 1970s.
Previously, historians based their

theories primarily on Witch-hunting
propaganda, the literature written by

Witch-hunters. Now, after several

decades of intensive research, we have
access to the views of women and the

"common folk." For the first time in
history, we can "hear" what nonliterate
people had to say.
Unfortunately this revolutionary
information has not

However, it gave us a very distorted view

And while they weren't as lethal as we'd

Previously, we assumed that Witch-

of the Burning Times. It represented the

hunting was worst in the Middle Ages.

beliefs and fears of one group only: the

People thought that the Church did

male, intellectual elite. And it focused

most of the killing, and thus it stood to

on a tiny minority of trials — generally

reason that the persecution would be the

the Witch-crazes, the largest and most

most intense when and where the

sensational cases.

Church was strongest.

With the advent of computer data

But it wasn't. Detailed studies of

bases in the late 1970s, historians began

trial records show that Witch trials were

scouring the millions of criminal trials

extremely rare in the Middle Ages. They

preserved from the Burning Times,

started to increase in the 14th century,

compiling enormous lists of all known

when the Inquisition defined Witchcraft

Witch trials. That may not sound like

as a heresy. However the increase was

much of a "revolution" but it was! For

very gradual for the first two centuries.

the first time we discovered what the

Even the advent of the printing press
and the publication of the

spread quickly. Many

first Witch-hunting

writers, especially

nonacademic ones,
continue to use old,

manuals (in the

IF we do not know what happened the

out-of-date

information. Most

We have no chance of preventing its

people are not aware

"everyone knows"
the last two decades. And so an
enormous gap has opened between the

scholarly and the popular views of
Witchcraft.

The Revolution
Where did all this new information

come from? Trial records — the

documents composed by the courts that
tried Witches.

Before the 1970s, historians based

their theories primarily on propaganda,
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RETURN.

15th century) only
had a minor
impact on the rate

of persecution.
Then, in the 16th

that many of the things
about Witchcraft have been disproved in

FIRST TIME,

century, everything

average Witch and Witch trial looked

changed. Irate Christians broke from the

like. We discovered that women and the

Catholic Church and formed their own

"common folk," like the intellectual

protesting ("Protestant") churches.

elites, were avid Witch hunters. But they

During the Reformation, the century of

didn't accept all of the Witch-hunters'

religious warfare that this change

theories. They had their own theories on

provoked, the rate of Witch-hunting

what Witches were, and what they could

skyrocketed. What we think of as "the

do.

Burning Times" — the crazes, panics,

What Changed?

and mass trials — mainly occurred in
one century, from 1550-1650. The

The simplest answer is: everything. The

Burning Times were the child of the

Burning Times didn't happen when or

Reformation, not the Middle Ages.

where we thought they did. They

When the turmoil of the Reformation

weren't run by the people we blamed.

died down, so did Witch-hunting. Trials

RECLAimiriG

dropped sharply as the 17th century

or more of the trial evidence comes from

ended, and they vanished completely in

Witches that holds true in all times and

women. Shocking as it sounds, even

the 18th.

places. Not even gender, for while 75%-

Witches supported the Burning Times.

80% of Witches were women there were

Wise-women, cunning men, and

geography of the trials. Approximately

also areas like Iceland where up to 95%

traditional magick-users routinely

one half of all the Witches who died in

were men. The "average" Witch was a

blamed illnesses on "black" magick.

the Burning Times were killed in

woman, and elderly, and poor. Yet there

Robin Briggs ("Witches and

Germany, the heartland of the

is no evidence that one particular group

Neighbors") found that in France

was singled out for persecution. The

The Reformation also relates to the

Reformation. Countries divided by the

cunning folk accused

Reformation, like Switzerland,

five times as many

persecuted Witches fiercely, as did

Witches as

countries like France that had large

doctors did.

religious minorities. Generally speaking,

Yet none

nations that kept one, unified, strong

of these

church had little Witch-hunting. It

groups can

didn't matter if this church was

take sole

Protestant or Catholic. Catholic Spain,

responsibility

Italy, Portugal and Ireland killed few

for the horrors

Witches. The same holds true for

— not even

Protestant England and Orthodox

the Church or

Russia. Scotland is the main exception to

State. In fact,

this rule; there a fanatic, King James,

strong central

managed to stir up one of the worst

authorities

persecutions of the Burning Times.

Them and Us

only feature all

Witches shared is
accused of

The burning Times
didn't happen when

WHERg WE THOUGHT
THEY DID.

Witchcraft.

Before we
knew what the
average trial

looked like,

They weren't run by
the people we blamed.

there were two
main theories

on who the

Witches were.
Margaret
Murray ("The

tended to minimize

Witch-Cult in

Witch-hunting

Western Europe") suggested that

(Scotland, again, is the chief exception

Traditionally, we have blamed the

Witches were Pagans. Unfortunately

to this). The persecution was worst

Others for the Burning Times. Since the

Murray's research was abysmal, and

where civil and religious authority was

Great Hunt itself, authors laid the

further research has completely

weakest: along borders, during civil and

horrors at the feet of people they didn't

religious wars, in countries with weak

discredited her theory. Modern scholars,

like. Protestants blamed Catholics.

central governments, and in religiously

like Carlo Ginzburg and Gustav
Henningsen, have found Witches who

Rationalists blamed the Church. Pagans

divided communities. In other words,

blamed Christians. Feminists blamed

preserved Pagan rituals and beliefs. But

the persecution was worst where the

Witches like this only make up a tiny

male elites. No one took responsibility

"common folk" were free to do as they

for the atrocities — they simply looked

wished. Yet it would be unfair to blame

Times. There's no evidence that most

Witches were Pagan. The Church, in

fraction of the victims of the Burning

for scapegoats to accuse. Popular

the Burning Times on average people, or

histories often portray the Burning

women, or traditional Witches. Since

Times as a rash of pogroms, like the

fact, explicitly said they weren't. The

time immemorial, people have feared

Inquisition was originally forbidden

Holocaust. An attack launched by the

baneful magick. These fears did not

evil Them (men, Witch-hunters,

spawn Witch-crazes until the Church

Christians) against the good Us

turned Witches into Satanic

(women, Witches, Pagans).

1258, there was no evidence that they

conspirators and the State agreed to

were heretics or that they "worshipped

Trial data dissolves these

from investigating Witchcraft charges
because, as Pope Alexander IV said in

prosecute these "heretics.". It was this

comforting stereotypes. All segments of

at the altars of idols." The Inquisition

synergy, the cooperation of all parts of

European society bore some of the

managed to convince a later pope that

society, which made the Burning Times

blame for the trials. The Church laid the

Witches were Satanists, but the Church

possible.

— like modern historians — never

intellectual foundations of the hunt by

declaring Witchcraft a Satanic heresy,

Who Were the Witches?

and its preaching drove the fears to a

And if there was no "Them" who caused

fever pitch. Secular powers did most of
the killing, But the common people
embraced the trials too. Most Witches
were accused by their neighbors, not by

a Witch-hunter, and in most areas half

the Burning Times, there was also no

"Us" who were their target. Witches had
nothing in common with each other.
Trial records show that there is no
generalization we can make about

found more than a handful of "Pagan"
and Christo-Pagan Witches.
Another theory that you'll

frequently hear is that Witches were

healers and midwives. The Burning
Times, so they say, were an attempt to
break the power of these knowledgeable
continued on page 50
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